Waste machines as an alternative way to enhance students’ speaking interest
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1. Introduction

The learning process has a close relationship with teachers/lecturers, some of them have acted as sources of information and also facilitators. Not only preparing the design of learning programs, various approaches have been made by teachers/lecturers to get good results, namely learners are easy to understand and feel comfortable with the learning process. At present, many learning media have been used by teachers/lecturers to facilitate the learning process, especially the use of media which is currently increasingly sophisticated. However, the thing that has become a phenomenon this time is many teachers/lecturers are lulled by the advancements in technology used in education. All problems in the learning process are easily solved with modern media. This situation makes teachers/lecturers and learners will experience difficulties due to dependence if far from the media. On the other hand, media that can be developed from simple materials can be utilized with potential around the environment. In the learning process, learning media is one of the main supporting factors in creating a comfortable and enjoyable learning atmosphere. At present, there is no need to use modern media at high prices. It is necessary to change the perspective in learning activities. Certainly, by emphasizing sensitivity to creative things without having to spend a lot of money.

Speaking is one of the language skills mastered by learners in learning English. One of the problems faced in the learning process was the lack of students’ speaking interest in English courses in the Mechanical Engineering majoring because English is not their native language, but also the lack of motivation from these students to learn English.
Teaching and learning process is often faced with abstract material and it is far from the daily experience of students, often the material becomes difficult to be taught by the teacher/lecturers and difficult for students to understand. Visualization is one way that can be conducted to concretize something abstract. Two-dimensional images or three-dimensional models are visualizations that are often conducted in the teaching and learning process (Daryanto, 2010). Based on the explanation above, the author utilizes waste from machine spare parts as a three-dimensional form in order to facilitate the learning process, especially students’ interest in English speaking. Technically, this waste from spare parts machines would be designed to be a student’s creation where the basic material got from their surroundings and those waste creations were used as an alternative to enhance students’ interest English speaking at the students of mechanical Engineering majoring, the State Polytechnic of Tanah Laut. It was clear that waste from spare parts machines could be a creative learning media that was useful for lecturers or students to achieve learning outcomes.

The use of learning media from waste machines has not been there before, especially related to speaking interest because previously it was only the medium of teaching instruction. Bahtiar et al (2017) stated that PUL (Pop Up Large) Media based audio with the use of waste paper is the development of visual pop up media. In this media added audio or sound features to provide a more interesting effect when presented. The effect given to this media is in accordance with the material used in this study, which is about general advice. In addition, this media also uses paper waste in several parts. This is due to the large amount of waste paper that is not used and is left in vain. That is why researchers are interested in using paper waste in making it because besides being more efficient it will have an impact on environmental cleanliness (Bahtiar et al, 2017). Learning by utilizing garbage can make students happy and enthusiastic because having an interactive experience (Astutik, 2018).

The use of plastic and paper waste into English learning media in schools can be done by a teacher to create innovative learning. Besides making learning media by using plastic and paper waste, it can also increase creativity and a sense of concern for the environment (Rusli et al, 2018).

The resources on ‘Elements and Principles of Design’ made lessons interactive and involving for the pupils, students and teachers which helped the pupils to create correct and interesting practical works. With the use of the resources on ‘Weaving’, the pupils were able to create their practical works excellently as they saw what they were supposed to do with the help of the instructional resources (Rita & Asante, 2016).

The aims of this learning media are the student learning activities are more interesting, interactive, able to improve the quality of student learning outcomes, positive attitude’s student towards learning materials and processes and increase and direct student attention so as to increase learning motivation, especially students’ speaking interest. While the benefits of this learning media are reducing environmental pollution, the learning material is clearer so that it can be understood by students and also students will learn more because the media used is interesting because it’s from the basic material of the waste machine which the materials are very close to their field of expertise.

1.1 Learning Media

Media is anything that can be used to convey messages from the sender to the recipient in order to stimulate the thoughts, feelings, concerns and interests and attention of students in such a way that the learning process occurs.

The benefits of learning media in the learning process as follows: (a) Teaching will attract more attention of students so that it can grow motivation to learn, (b) Teaching material will be more clearly meaningful so that it can be better understood by students and allow students to master better teaching objectives, (c) The teaching methods will be more varied so that students do not get bored, (d) Students do more learning activities (Sudjana & Rifai, 2010)

Criteria for selecting learning media that needs to be understood by language users, namely: (a) Accuracy with learning objectives, (b) Support for the content of subject matter, (c) Ease of obtaining media, (d) Teacher skills in using media, (e) Available time in its use so that the media is useful for students during teaching, (f) In accordance with the level of thinking of students (Sudjana & Rifai, 2010).
Based on the explanation above, the media is a message conveyed from the sender, the lecturer to the recipient (the learner) so that the information conveyed can be received to gain knowledge. In learning, the media can be interpreted as the acquisition of media knowledge, skills and attitudes in the learning process, in this case the source of the message received is courses.

1.2. Speaking skills

In general, the teaching of speaking skills in English is more emphasized on the language system, especially the teaching of vocabulary and grammar compared to the practice of speaking (Bahrani & Soltani, 2012). The meaning of speaking is the ability of someone to produce words that represent opinions, intentions or feelings to grow interaction with others (Haron et al, 2012). The success of foreign language learning is measured in the ability to have a conversation using the foreign language (Juhana, 2012).

Repetition (drilling) is widely used as a learning technique of speaking (Sad, 2008). This was made clear that repetition caused many students who failed to learn speaking skills or did not get the opportunity to speak which resulted in reduced learning motivation and a loss of interest in learning English (Bahrani & Soltani, 2012).

One speaking problem faced by students occurs because they are afraid of making mistakes, accepting criticism or losing face in front of the class (Piccolo, 2010). Several psychological factors are suggested such as fear of making mistakes, embarrassment, nervousness, lack of confidence, and lack of motivation to prevent students from speaking in English in class (Juhana, 2012; Fatimah, 2019).

The findings of learning of speaking English in the classroom that the low interest of students to speak English due to lack of motivation caused by English is not their language besides that there is also no confidence to speak worried there is a fatal error. (Primary data).

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that speaking skills are very important to improve the success of learning a foreign language. However, learners are silent and do not participate in English learning process activities, they experience anxiety in practicing English speaking skills and there is no motivation to take the opportunity to communicate and improve these skills. Therefore the researcher is very confident that if there is something that does not interest the learner, it doesn't matter what the teacher teaches or the best way to teach it; In the long run, it will waste time gained just like that there must be more than one way to develop oral production smoothly, a way for students to express themselves verbally in their own words, not merely memorizing.

1.3. Motivation

There are three things to remember about education. The first is motivation. The second one is motivation. The third one is motivation (Former, 2009). When students feel more motivated to learn, they perform better academically, show improved classroom behavior, and gain a higher sense of self-esteem (Ferlazzo, 2015).

For the initial motivation of students, interest was a very important factor affecting their choice of university programs. Personal interest in a particular discipline or profession will be their reference for enrolment to university programs (Kember, 2016).

1.4. Waste Machine as a Media for Learning English Speaking Skills

The use of used goods and simple equipment as media is not new in the world of education. waste from machines’ spare parts as a media for learning English speaking skills is material from unused machine waste that is reused by students to produce projects of art that will be used as a media for learning English courses, especially students’ interest in English speaking. By utilizing waste machines that are goods in around them that is according to their fields Mechanical Engineering majoring which has become their science and also one of their interests in the machine. So, the interest in the project of the waste machine is able to motivate students to convey something, even some procedures for making the project because what they describe is what they produce themselves. From there the author’s strategy to make the students have a desire to convey the process of making the project using English (Speaking in English) fluently.
Raw material for learning media that was making project from waste from machines’ spare parts, they were made by students. With the expectation that the next project can increase more according to students’ creativity, for example; the waste of used motor shock is used as a multipurpose container such as a pencil case, flower vase, etc. From the results of the students’ creativity being used as learning media, the students then explained what they had made with the basic ingredients of the machines’ spare parts not far from their fields and environment. One of the following student’s project is the media that can be applied to learning English, especially speaking English interest can be seen in the Figure 1:

![Figure 1. One of the Students’ Projects that Can Be Applied in Learning English](image)

Based on Regulation of the Minister of Research on Technology and Higher Education Number 14 in 2015 concerning the National System of Research, article 1 paragraph (3) stated that Innovation is a research, development and / or engineering activity aimed at developing research with new values and contexts of knowledge, or new ways to apply science, and technology that is already in the product or production process. ” In paragraph (4) stated that Technology is a method or method and process or product resulting from the application and utilization of various scientific disciplines that result in an increase in added value in producing products.

The implementation that will conducted in accordance with Regulation of the Minister of Research on Technology and Higher Education Number 14 in 2015 article 1 paragraph (4) is to make products of creativity and innovation by utilizing waste machines that are made into learning media for mechanical Engineering students that can be used to train students to speak English by explaining the procedure of making works of art they made themselves with the theme of the machine, which machine is their field. So, the research makes Creativity and Innovation as a trigger to develop learning media products (Regulation of the Minister of Research on Technology and Higher Education, 2015)

2. Research Method

This study employed a descriptive qualitative approach by conducting a case study. The participants consist of 22 students in Mechanical Engineering the State Polytechnic of Tanah Laut. They have skills from they learned before, they are also able to master English, this is reflected in the results of daily’s score, especially pronunciation, reading, vocabulary and there are still obstacles to speaking for those who they do not have the desire to speak English because it is considered wrong and not their native language and they also have no initiative to speak in English. The data were collected based on the characteristic of descriptive qualitative research; they are observation, field notes, and interview. Observations were conducted to determine students’ participation and responses in speaking activities. That was conducted in one semester (16 meetings). Students presented their projects to identify the development of verbal communication skills, it had observed using the checklist guidelines. After observation, discussions were conducted to confirm the findings and to receive feedback about the learning process and the speaking interest of the participants. The discussion focused on students’ interest, expression skills, language communication, understanding of assigned topics, and presentation techniques. Open-ended questionnaires were intended for respondents to get their responses in the form of written data. Interviews were conducted to obtain more information about students' motivation and confidence to speak English. Questions revolve around observations and evaluations.
The student's task is to make a project in the form of a product of student creativity from waste from spare parts of the machine, one of which is a spring simulation and there are several projects made also. Students are asked to explain what has been made and explain how to make it and the working process of the product in English.

3. Findings and Discussion

English for communication courses are English courses in fourth semester majoring in Mechanical Engineering. Utilization of machine waste used in the course involves activities in face-to-face learning arrangements that are routinely conducted once a week for sixteen meetings. This showed that an additional model of Waste Machine Utilization was used in the English for communication course. At each meeting the material English for communication had been arranged so that students were skilled in speaking to face the world of work. In the practice of speaking, the researcher added a learning model at each meeting, namely by utilizing machine waste as a medium to make students’ speaking interest increase. All of the waste spare parts that could be utilized be processed into useful products and the results of these products are used as learning media for students in speaking English, while still seeking media according to their field created their own interest for them to speak.

During the semester, students in class were happy to attend class activities and they found teaching assignments very useful. They motivated themselves and their friend day after day. Students in the class were interested in learning English with the help of this class activity that was by utilizing waste of spare parts machine and processed into a useful product and they thought that learning English with this class activity would certainly be useful and efficient because it could increase the speaking interest of each student because it is a familiar thing for them to talk about their field, it was machine.

During the learning process, all students received very useful teaching assignments and they told that they enjoyed attending the learning process seriously and happily.

Students who know how to appreciate and implement the learning process happily and sincerely until the end of the meeting, they appreciated their own courses and this efforts in teaching English to enhance speaking interest can be said to be successful for them because they are able to attract attention and increase motivation to learn English, especially speaking.

3.1. Enhancing Motivation

Using the waste of spare parts of the machine intrigued the students, as soon as they had their eyes on it, it commanded complete attention. It engaged students and they enjoyed the interactive nature of the learning media. Activities could be planned or spontaneous and seemed to create heightened interest and were memorable partly because of the interactivity involved in utilization of waste of the spare part machine.

The strength of waste of the spare part machine was that the project high quality from the waste machine drew the students to enhance speaking interest. It had more immediacy than a book.

Motivation to learn seemed to come from enjoyment of learning. The terms “happy” or “enjoyment” were mentioned ten times by the participants when they talked about their learning experience. They considered learning as their “happy event.”

“I have been enjoying this learning. I feel happy using this media for speaking” (RB)

3.2. Enhancing Learning

The utilization of the waste machine made students become more interested and became very knowledgeable about speaking from their project from waste of machine. This learning was embedded in students’ experience and they developed speaking and comprehension skills. Possibly, the most marvelous utilize of the waste machine was in speaking sessions, part of our oral language and skill-building program as inquirers.

“This is interesting, it can make me speak fluently....” (EBS)
3.3. Students Activities

There are several activities as addition to the learning model identified in the English for communication course, they are:

1) Design Project

Waste of the spare part machine could be obtained from workshop Mechanical engineering or other workshops that which unused. Spare parts are chosen according to the needs of the project to be made. Before that students designed projects that will be created with unique with a unique name from the project.

2) Making project

The project was made in the workshop of the State Polytechnic of Tanah Laut by taking into account the preparation of tools and materials for making the project. The project was made directly by students in accordance with the designs that have been made before so that students are able to explain it themselves later because the project is related.

This machine waste processing project was made according to the design of students who have high value and only need materials from the waste of the machine while the tools can use welding machines in the workshop of Mechanical Engineering. This innovation is expected to be able to support the government's efforts to deal with waste, especially waste of spare part, and it will also encourage the management of the waste machine in the future.

3) Present Project

After the results of the project were completed, then students presented the results of the project by conveying some of the tools and materials used in making the project. In addition, the project was also delivered with the procedures to make it and how to work the project. It was the final step for students doing the English speaking. Presentation assignment was conducted outside classroom hours to give students plenty of time to implement the steps in the presentation process, one of which was to explain the steps of making projects to produce speaking well and have an interest in speaking. From interviews, students admitted that this activity helped them a lot in increasing their interest in speaking and also their speaking skills.

4) Feedback

The other students gave corrective feedback from the presenter. Although the lecturer already asked students to pass their comments on their friends’ presentation, only a few students give comments to their friends’ work since it was not compulsory. Therefore, if it is considered necessary to have feedback, such as for peer-review activity or for increasing student-to-student interaction, the activity should be made compulsory

4. Conclusion

Speaking is the most challenging skill in language learning. However, the choice of various techniques and activities can make it easier for students to learn. One technique that can support language learning, especially speaking, is the use of a waste machine. For technically, students utilize waste from machines’ spare parts, talk and explain the products they have made according to the work processes that have been conducted. These activities were found encouraging when wrapped in interesting activities and based on teacher specialization. Students demonstrate their enthusiasm and commitment in using this exercise. Therefore, they find this approach interesting and it is therefore suggested that this technique can be one of the techniques to consider when teaching speaking in improving students' speaking skills.
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